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The Beauty of Fleas
A close up look at a despised parasite
Text and photographs, Stephen L. Doggett

S

o many people tend to think of fleas as
a horrible biting pest that commonly
infests our pets and occasionally bites
us. Others may reflect on the devastation
that fleas caused through history with the
transmission of the plague whereby almost half
the world’s population during the Middle Ages
succumbed to this dreaded disease.
Yet fleas are a marvel of evolutionary processes.
Their smooth body enables to them to rapidly
run through the fur of their host. The backward
pointing hairs over their own body make them
virtually impossible to remove. The powerful
hind legs can allow them to rapidly escape
from a foe and propel them some 32cm, which
is around 200 times their own body length.
This is the equivalent of a human leaping an
astonishing 330m! In the pupal stage, the adults
almost magically emerge when they sense the
vibrations of its host as it walks past.
When enlarged to a visible size, fleas are
covered in a glossy armour of tough plates. The
backward pointing stout hairs become obvious.
One species even pocesses a powerful plow-like
structure on its head to help it speedily navigate
through the fur of its host. This article brings the
miniature to reality and highlights the beauty of
this much maligned group.
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All shots were taken using a Canon 7DII coupled
with a MPE-65 lens (that can magnify up to
5x) and a set of teleconvertors to achieve a
maximum magnification of 10x. Lighting was
achieved via a MT-24ex flash that was bounced
off the inside of a white foam sphere.
All images were ‘stacked’ (meaning that
photographs were taken at different focal
points) and combined in Zerene Stacker to give
the appearance of a large depth of field. The
setup was held stable with a Manfrotto tripod
and camera movement controlled by a Cognysis
Stackshot that moves the camera forward in
very small increments. Don’t expect much
change from $USD20,000 for this photographic
setup! Thanks to Dr Richard Naylor (CimexStore,
UK) for photographic tips and the foam sphere,
and Dr Andrea Lawrence (University of Sydney,
Australia) for the identification of the fleas
removed from the native animals. 
Stephen L. Doggett is the Director, Department
of Medical Entomology, NSW Health Pathology
(ICPMR), and the Chief Editor of the FAOPMA
Magazine, Westmead Hospital, WESTMEAD NSW
2145, Australia.
Email: Stephen.Doggett@health.nsw.gov.au
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A front on shot of the extraordinary, Macropsylla hercules. This enormous flea grows to
a size of around 8mm in length yet lives on small native mice no longer than 200mm.
That is the equivalent of having a 6.5cm flea walking on us!
WWW.FAOPMA.COM
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A side on shot of Macropsylla hercules from the previous page.

Above; the stickfast flea, Echidnophaga
gallinacea, with its distinctive hexagonal
shaped head, which attach to poultry.
Left; the human flea, Pulex irritans, which
was once a common household pest but is
now rare.
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Above left; one of the deadliest creatures on the planet, the plague flea, Xenopsylla cheopis.
Above right, the dog flea, Ctenocephalides canis. Dog fleas are uncommon and most that
occur on dogs are the cat flea (see over page).

A Stephanocirus flea. Note the extraordinary plow-like structure on the head.
WWW.FAOPMA.COM
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The cat flea, Ctenocephalides felis, female above and male below. The red arrow points to
the pronotal comb, which is very large in cat fleas.
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